A Rare Use of a Shark’s Fin? Pectoral Fin Scooping of a Sharksucker from The Flank Area of a Female Blacktip Shark
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Abstract: Sharks react in a variety of ways when sharksuckers attach to their bodies. Here, an unobserved behavior is described in which a blacktip shark, *Carcharhinus limbatis*, uses a pectoral fin in a scoop-like manner to specifically target the removal of a sharksucker, *Echeneis naucrates*, in the flank area. This coordinated use of the pectoral fin indicates an established bout in the shark’s repertoire to remove sharksuckers. The anatomical flexibility and coordination of the fin is discussed; likewise, the potential origin and commonality within other species of the same family based on the rise of sharksuckers in the Eocene-Oligocene period. Special emphasis is placed on the value of a single observation of animal behavior in the field.
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INTRODUCTION

The pectoral fins of sharks are primarily used for body trim while swimming and steering [e.g., 1, 2] or occasionally among benthic shark species for moving over substrates [e.g., 3-5]. Less common is the use of pectoral fins in response to sharksucker irritation, e.g., while chafing, the rubbing of a shark’s body on the ocean floor, a pectoral fin is used to enhance the rolling effect of the behavior by dragging it on the sea bottom [6].

This note describes the one-time observation of a second use of pectoral fins in response to sharksuckers, *Echeneis naucrates*, namely the brushing-off of a sharksucker from the flank of a female blacktip shark, *Carcharhinus limbatis*. The presented behavior, described here as *scooping*, was videotaped during a study of sharksucker irritation in Walker’s Cay, Bahamas [6]. Scooping was recorded in Hi8-Format (NTSC) and processed through Final Cut® Pro 6.x by Apple®. Single frames were transferred to Adobe® Photoshop CS3 for further analysis. Tailbeat frequency, measured as a fraction of tailbeat cycle per second (tbs), was used as a relative measurement for speed [e.g., 7-9]. The average of three consecutive tailbeat cycles was measured five times over the entire 27-second observation period while the shark was videotaped. The relative swim speed remained at 0.5 ± 0.05 tbs up to and including scooping, with a brief increase to approximately 1.0 ± 0.05 tbs immediately after scooping. Since the speed increase only lasted one tailbeat cycle, an approximation of the two half cycles was used. For relative speed comparison, the tailbeat frequencies of five randomly chosen blacktip sharks of similar size from the same dive, which did not carry sharksuckers, were also taken. Their relative swim speed averaged 0.6 ± 0.1 tbs.

The sharksucker remained attached for approximately 12 seconds on the shark’s lower right flank between the pectoral and pelvic fin without triggering any visible reaction from the shark. The sharksucker then moved on to the very position that later triggered scooping. The change of the sharksucker’s position created an immediate, albeit minor, tilt in rotation of approximately 10º along the shark’s horizontal axis that last for about four seconds without a further reaction from the teleost. While in a tilted position, the shark maintained a swim speed of 0.5 ± 0.05 tbs. For another eight seconds, the shark continued a regular subundulatory swimming motion before scooter commenced (Fig. 1a). The scooping behavior started with an increase in lateral bending along the vertical axis of the shark, combined with a simultaneous postolateral motion of the right pectoral fin (Fig. 1b). At maximum body curvature (Fig. 1c), the pectoral fin is abducted, leading to an immediate change in position of the sharksucker (Fig. 1d). During the adducting of the fin (Fig. 1e), the sharksucker briefly lost body contact, but reattached itself immediately and then moved towards the shark’s head area. Scooping ended with the pectoral fin’s forward motion and reverse of lateral bending (Fig. 1f).

The right pectoral fin showed slight irregular flickering between tilting and scooping. Flickering refers to a diffuse twitching of the flank muscles, often accompanied by shaking of one pectoral fin, but less so among other fins. This motion is comparable to the effect in mammals of panniculus camosus muscle twitching when irritated by insects or when shivering [e.g., 10-12].

In general, a shark’s response to sharksucker irritation is described in one of two ways. One, a shark uses some type of surface to chafe off the sharksucker, e.g., the seafloor [6], or the water surface through leaping out of the water and falling back onto the irritated area [13]: or, two, the shark contorts its body to manipulate the affected skin area, or uses diffuse skin-twitching to motivate a sharksucker to attach itself elsewhere [14]. When manipulating affected areas by
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squeezing together or stretching the skin to reduce suction pressure, a shark often simultaneously lifts its snout and lowers its pectoral fins in a process called winding [14]. This is frequently misinterpreted as an agonistic display [15, 16]. Scooping is part of the second category of body-only patterns; however, compared to other motions within this group, it is very limited and entirely depends on the reach of the pectoral fin and body flexibility. This very restricted use could likely reflect the scarce observation.

During this observation, the sharksucker caused the shark to react twice. It is unclear why a motion interruption of approximately eight seconds occurred between the initial tilting reaction and scooping. One explanation could be that the initial irritation was minor, but the suction pressure then gradually increased [e.g., 17] and lead to a second reaction. This could occur if the sharksucker used a higher suction pressure due to an increase in shark speed. Alternatively, relocation of the sharksucker to a different position on the shark demanded increased suction due to a change of the denticle surface [18]. Although increases in swim speed as a reaction to sharksucker irritation have previously been observed [19], speed comparison with the other cruising blacktip sharks showed no difference. A second explanation for the reaction pause could be that the shark was just perching in anticipation of an additional move by the sharksucker, either to a less irritating spot or towards the shark’s head area, which functions as a tactile signal for cleaning purposes (unpubl. data).

To successfully scoop, pectoral fins need to be flexible. These fins are plesodic with a strong support from the cartilaginous radials and ceratotrichia to stiffen the fin [20]. In contrast, the rim along the inner and posterior margin, and its immediate fringe area, remain flexible – a prerequisite for scooping to follow the curvature of the flank area. The range of pectoral fin along the flank depends not only on flexibility and controlled use of the dorsal and ventral pterygoidei muscles, but also on body suppleness along the vertical axis. Additionally, the scoop motion required counterbalance, indicated by the slight change in the main axis of the caudal fin [e.g., 21, 22].

Despite the motion complexity and novelty, the significance of a one-time observation of a behavior needs to be valued. One of the prime aspects of observing animals in the field is accessibility [e.g., 23], as some species are nearly impossible to observe. Additionally, it is well known that studying sharks in the field entails many limitations, clearly reflected by the rather poor knowledge of their overall behavior [e.g., 24-26]. From this viewpoint, even a single observation carries importance by revealing new insights into a behavioral aspect. However, the full value of such an observation will likely not be seen until more individual blacktip sharks, or other species, are observed performing this behavior. It is quite certain that other Carcharhinid species likely possess scooping in their behavioral repertoire. Assuming enough time is given to observe those species, this behavior will be noticed in due time.

Using fossil records, scooping might have been present for a long period of time. Early sharksucker fishes of the family Echeneidae first appeared in the Eocene-Oligocene period [e.g., 27, 28], a time where Carcharhinid sharks were already widespread [e.g., 29]. That makes it very plausible that recent descendants are indeed adjusted to behavioral patterns in response to each other. To what extent other shark species react to the same irritation along their flanks is unknown, but considering the well-developed event of scooping, and the long co-existence between Echeneid fishes and Carcharhinid sharks, similar bouts can be expected.
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